
Impression of Psychology  

With hopes of sa,sfying curiosity, many people 
listen to talk-radio counselors and psychics to learn 

about others and themselves. 

Dr. Crane (radio-shrink) Psychic (Ball gazing) 



Unit 2: 
Research Methods: Thinking Cri=cally 

with Psychological Science 



Unit Overview 

•  The Need for Psychological Science 
•  How Do Psychologists Ask                                      

and Answer Ques,ons? 

•  Sta,s,cal Reasoning in                                     
Everyday Life 

•  Frequently Asked Ques,ons                            
about Psychology 

Click on the any of the above hyperlinks to go to that sec,on in the presenta,on. 



The Need for Psychology Science 



The Need for Psychological Science 

Intui,on & Common Sense 

Many people believe that intui,on and common sense 
are enough to bring forth answers regarding human 

nature. 

Intui,on and common sense may aid queries, but 
they are not free of error. 



Limits of Intui=on 

Personal 
interviewers may 
rely too much on 

their “gut feelings” 
when mee,ng with 

job applicants. 



Did We Know It All Along?  
Hindsight Bias 

• Hindsight Bias 
– “I knew it all along” 

–  “Out of sight, out of mind” 

–  “Absence makes the heart grow 
fonder” 



























Overconfidence 
• Overconfidence 

– Together with hindsight bias, can lead 
to overes,mate our intui,on 



Overconfidence 
Some,mes we think we know more 
than we actually know.  



Overconfidence 

Anagram 

GRABE 
ETYRN 
WREAT 

How long do you think it would take to unscramble 
these anagrams? 



Overconfidence 

Anagram 

BARGE GRABE 

ENTRY ETYRN 

WATER WREAT 

People said it would take about 10 seconds, yet on 
average they took about 3 minutes (Goranson, 1978). 



Psychological Science 

1.  How can we differen,ate between 
uninformed opinions and examined 
conclusions? 

2.  The science of psychology helps make these 
examined conclusions, which leads to our 
understanding of how people feel, think, 
and act as they do! 



The Scien,fic Adtude 

• Three main components 
– Curious eagerness 

– Skep,cally scru,nize compe,ng ideas 

– Open-minded humility before nature 



Cri,cal Thinking 

• Cri,cal Thinking 
– “Smart thinking” 

– Four elements 
• Examines assump,ons 

• Discerns hidden values 

• Evaluates evidence 

• Assesses conclusions 



Goals of Psychology 
! Describe 
! Explain 

! Predict 

! Control 

behavior and mental 
processes 



How Do Psychologists Ask and 
Answer Ques=ons? 



The Scien,fic Method 

• Theory 
– “mere hunch” 

• Hypothesis 
– Can be confirmed or refuted 

• Opera,onal Defini,on 

• Replica,on (repeat) 



The Need for  
Psychological Science 

" Theory  
" an explana,on using an integrated set of principles 

that organizes and predicts observa,ons  
"  For example: low self-esteem contributes to depression. 

" Hypothesis  
" a testable predic,on 
" oeen implied by a theory 
"  People with low self-esteem are apt to feel more depressed. 



Research would require us to administer tests of 
self-esteem and depression. Individuals who 
score low on a self-esteem test and high on a 
depression test would confirm our hypothesis. 

Research Observations 











The Need for   
Psychological Science 

" Replica,on 
" repea,ng the essence of a research 

study to see whether the basic finding 
generalizes to other par,cipants and 
circumstances 

" usually with different par,cipants in 
different situa,ons 



The Scien,fic Method 

• A good theory is useful if it: 
– Effec,vely organizes a range of self-

reports and observa,ons 

– Implies clear predic,ons that anyone 
can use to check the theory 



Thinking Critically … 

Descrip,on 
" The Case Study 

" The Survey 

" Naturalis,c Observa,on 



Descrip=on 
Case Study 

" Psychologists 
study one or more 
individuals in great 
depth in the hope 
of revealing things 
true of us all 

Is language uniquely human? 



Case Study 

A clinical study is a form 
of case study in which the 
therapist inves,gates the 
problems associated with 

a client. 

hg
p://behavioralhealth.typepad.com

 

Clinical Study 



Descrip,on 
The Case Study 

• Case Study 
– Suggest further study 

– Cannot discern general truths 



Defined as a thorough, exhaustive study of a person.  
It includes personal, educational, family and work 
histories. 

Advantage: 
A wealth of background information about 
one person 

Disadvantages: 
Information cannot be generalized to others; 
also, researcher’s biases can influence subject’s 
behavior. 

The Case Study Method 



Descrip,on 
The Survey 

• Survey 
– Looks at many cases at once 

• Word effects 
• Random sampling 

– Representa,ve sample 



Descrip=on 

" Survey 
" technique for ascertaining the self-reported 

adtudes or behaviors of people 
" usually by ques,oning a representa,ve, random 

sample of people 



Survey 

Wording can change the results of a survey.  
"  Even subtle changes in the order or wording of 

ques,ons can have major effects. 

Q: Should cigarege ads and pornography be allowed 
on television? (“not allowed” vs. “forbidden”) 

Wording Effect 



Descrip,on 
The Survey 

• Sampling 
– Popula,on 

– Random Sample 



The Survey Method 
Defined as asking questions of a carefully selected 
group of people and tabulating their answers. 

Information can be gathered about 
feelings, opinions, and behavior 
patterns. 

Interpretation difficult; people lie; 
sample may not be representative. 

Advantage: 

Disadvantages: 



Samples and Sampling 

❚  Sample 
 selected segment of the popula,on 

❚ Representa=ve sample 
 closely parallels the popula,on on relevant 

characteris,cs 

❚ Random selec=on 
 every member of larger group has equal change 

of being selected for the study sample 



Survey 
 Random Sampling 

If each member of a 
popula,on has an equal 

chance of inclusion into a 
sample, it is called a 

random sample (unbiased). 
If the survey sample is 

biased, its results are not 
valid. The fastest way to know about the 

marble color ra,o is to blindly transfer a 
few into a smaller jar and count them. 



Descrip=on 

" Naturalis,c 
Observa,on 
" observing and 

recording behavior in 
naturally occurring 
situa,ons without 
trying to manipulate 
and control the 
situa,on 



Descrip,on 
Naturalis=c Observa=on 

• Naturalis,c Observa,on 
– Describes behavior 

– Does not explain behavior 



The Naturalistic 
Observation Method 

Defined as observing behaviors in their 
natural settings. 
Disadvantages: 

Researcher cannot interact with the 
subject. 
Researcher may interpret subject’s 
responses incorrectly. 



Correla,on 

• Correla,on (correla,on coefficient) 
– How well A predicts B 

– Posi,ve versus nega,ve correla,on 

– Strength of the correla,on 
• -1.0  to  +1.0 

– Scagerplot 



Correlation 

When one trait or behavior accompanies 
another, we say the two correlate. 

Correla=on  
coefficient 

Indicates direc=on 
of rela=onship 

(posi=ve or nega=ve) 

Indicates strength 
of rela=onship 
(0.00 to 1.00) 

r = 0.37 + 

Correla,on Coefficient is a sta,s,cal 
measure of the rela,onship between 

two variables. 



Coefficient of Correla=on 
 Numerical indica,on of magnitude and 

direc,on of the rela,onship between two 
variables 
❙  Posi=ve correla=on— two variables vary 

systema,cally in the SAME direc,on 
❙  Nega=ve correla=on— two variables vary 

systema,cally in OPPOSITE direc,ons 



Correla,on 



Correla,on 



Correla,on 



Correla,on 



Correla,on 



Correla,on 



Correla,on 



Correla,on 



Correla,on 



Correla,on 
Correla=on and Causa=on 

• Correla,on helps predict 
– Does not imply cause and effect 



Correla=on 
Regression toward the mean— 

falling back to the norm. It can 
fuel the illusion that 
uncontrollable events 
correlate with our ac,ons.  











Correla=on 
• Illusory Correla,on 

– Perceived non-existent correla,on 

– A random coincidence 
Example:Parents conceive children after adoption: 



Correla=on 
Perceiving Order in Random Events 

• Comes from our need to make sense 
out of the world 
– Coin flip 

– Poker hand 



Order in Random Events 

Given large numbers of random outcomes, a few are 
likely to express order. 

Angelo and Maria Gallina won two California 
logery games on the same day. 

Jerry Telfer/ San Francisco Chronicle 



Experimenta,on 

• Experiment 
– Can isolate cause and effect 

– Control of factors 
• Manipula,on of the factor(s) of interest 

• Hold constant (“controlling”) factors 



Experimenta,on 
Random Assignment 

• Random assignment 
– Eliminates alterna,ve explana,ons 

– Different from random sample 



Experimenta=on 

" Experiment  
" an inves,gator manipulates one or more 

factors (independent variables) to observe 
their effect on some behavior or mental 
process (the dependent variable)  

" by random assignment of par,cipants the 
experiment controls other relevant factors 



Experimenta,on 
Random Assignment 

• Blind (uninformed) 
– Single-Blind Procedure 

– Double-Blind Procedure 

• Placebo Effect 



Experimenta=on 

" Placebo  
" an inert substance or condi,on that may be 

administered instead of a presumed ac,ve agent, such 
as a drug, to see if it triggers the effects believed to 
characterize the ac,ve agent 

" Double-blind Procedure 
" both the research par,cipants and the research staff 

are ignorant (blind) about whether the research 
par,cipants have received the treatment or a placebo 

" commonly used in drug-evalua,on studies 



Experimenta,on 
Random Assignment 

• Groups 
– Experimental Group 

• Receives the treatment (independent 
variable) 

– Control Group 

• Does not receive the treatment 



Experimenta,on 
Independent and Dependent Variables 
• Independent Variable 

– Confounding variable 
• Effect of random assignment on 

confounding variables 

• Dependent Variable 
– What is being measured 



Experimenta=on 

"  Independent Variable  
" the experimental factor that is manipulated 

" the variable whose effect is being studied 

" Dependent Variable  
" the experimental factor that may change in 

response to manipula,ons of the independent 
variable  

" in psychology it is usually a behavior or mental 
process  



Experimental Design 

❚ Random sample— every member of the 
popula,on being studied should have an equal chance 
of being selected for the study 

❚ Random assignment— assigning subjects to 
experimental and control condi,ons by chance.  

❚ Randomiza=on helps avoid false results 



Experimental Design 



Experimental Design 



Experimental Design 



Experimental Design 



Comparing Research Methods 



Comparing Research Methods 



Comparing Research Methods 



Comparing Research Methods 



Basic Ethical Guidelines for 
Psychological Researchers 
• Do no harm. 
• Accurately describe risks to potential subjects. 
• Ensure that participation is voluntary. 
• Minimize any discomfort to participants. 
• Maintain confidentiality. 
• Do not unnecessarily invade privacy. 
• Remove any misconceptions caused by deception 

(debrief). 
• Provide results and interpretations to participants. 
• Treat participants with dignity and respect. 





Sta=s=cal Reasoning in Everyday 
Life 



Statistical Reasoning 

Sta,s,cal procedures analyze and interpret data 
allowing us to see what the unaided eye misses. 

Composi,on of ethnicity in urban locales 



Frequency Distribution 

Frequency Distribu,ons 
• 1. What are they? 
 – Tables 
 – Graphs 
  • Bar 
  • Histogram 



Distribu=ons 

Percen=le Rank--the percentage of scores 
that fall below a par,cular score. You can 
never have a percen,le rank of 100 because 
you are part of that 100. (You can’t exceed 
yourself!) 

   Bar Graphs (histograms)--    Percen,le ranks 
and distribu,ons can be represented in bar 
graphs or histograms. 



Histogram 



Sta=s=cal Reasoning 

 Our     Brand  Brand  Brand 
Brand      X          Y          Z 

100% 

    99 

    98 

    97 

    96 

    95 

Percentage 
s=ll func=oning 
aier 10 years 

Brand of truck 



Sta,s,cal Reasoning 

   Our     Brand    Brand  Brand 
  Brand      X            Y          Z 

100% 
    90 
    80 
    70 
    60 
    50 
    40 
    30 
    20 
    10 
      0 

Percentage 
s=ll func=oning 
aier 10 years 

Brand of truck 



Describing Data 
Measures of Central Tendency 

• Mode (occurs the most) 

• Mean (arithme,c average) 

• Median (middle score) 



Sta=s=cal Reasoning 

" Mode 
" the most frequently occurring score in a distribu,on 

" Mean 
" the arithme,c average of a distribu,on 
" obtained by adding the scores and then dividing by the 

number of scores 

" Median 
" the middle score in a distribu,on 
" half the scores are above it and half are below it 



Median 
❚  Separates the upper and lower half of 

distribu,on 

1) mean and median not necessarily equal 

2) median much less sensi,ve to extremes 



Mode 

• Most common value 
• Always present in the distribu,on 

• May be more than one mode 

• Used mainly with nominal data 

• Plays minor role in sta,s,cal inference 



Describing Data 
Measures of Variability 

• Range 

• Standard Devia,on 



Measures of Varia=on 

" Range 
" the difference between the highest and lowest scores 

in a distribu,on 



Measures of Variation 
Standard Deviation: A computed measure 
of how much scores vary around the mean. 





Describing Data 
Measures of Variability 

• Normal Curve (bell shaped) 













Skewed Distribu=ons 

Positive 
Mean > Median 

Negative 
Mean < Median 



Making Inferences 
When Is an Observed Difference Reliable? 
• Representa,ve samples are beger 

than biased samples 

• Less-variable observa,ons are more 
reliable than those that are more 
variable 

• More cases are beger than fewer 



Making Inferences 
When Is a Difference Significant? 

• Sta,s,cal significance 
– The averages are reliable 

– The differences between averages is 
rela,vely large 

– Does imply the importance of the 
results 



When is a difference significant? 

   When sample averages are reliable and the 
difference between them is large we say the 
difference has sta,s,cal significance (it 
reflects a real difference not due to chance or 
varia,on between samples).  

 For psychologists this difference is measured 
through alpha level set at 5 percent. 



Frequently Asked Ques=ons about 
Psychology 



Psychology Applied 

Q1: Can laboratory experiments 
illuminate everyday life? 
Answer: Ar,ficial laboratory condi,ons 

are created to study behavior in 
simplis,c terms. The goal is to find 
underlying principles that govern 
behavior 



Psychology Applied 

Q2: Does behavior depend on one’s 
culture? 

Answer: Even when specific adtudes and 
behaviors vary across cultures, as they 
oeen do, the underlying processes are 

much the same. 



Psychology Applied 

Q3: Does behavior vary with gender? 

Answer: Yes. Biology determines our 
sex, and culture further bends the 
genders.  However, in many ways 

woman and man are similarly human. 



Ethics in Research 

Q4: Is animal research ethical? 
What are the reasons for using animals in 

research? 

What safeguards are required  
for animal use? 



Why do psychologists study animals? 

Ans: Studying animals gives us the 
understanding of many behaviors that may 
have common biology across animals and 
humans. 

D. Shapiro, © Wildlife Conserva,on Society 



Q5. Is it ethical to experiment on 
animals? 

Ans: Yes. To gain insights to 
devasta,ng and fatal diseases. All 
researchers who deal with animal 
research are required to follow ethical 
guidelines in caring for these animals. 



Ethics in Research 

• Ethics in human research 
– Informed consent 

– Protect from harm and               
discomfort 

– Maintain confiden,ality 

– Debriefing 



The End 


